Stewards Ruling 64-2020

Ruling Date: 8/21/2020  Licensee: Ian Hemingway  DOB: 12/22/1966
Violation Date: 8/20/2020  License Type: Trainer  RCI ID: 1823007

Ruling Type/Description: Necessitating a Late Scratch

DTRC Rules Cited: 10.5

Fine: $100  Fine Due Date: 8/24/2020

Narrative:

Trainer Ian Hemingway DOB: 12/22/1966, RCI ID# 1823007, is fined the sum of $100 for having an expired coggins, necessitating a late scratch in the second (2) race on August 20, 2020. A violation of D.T.R.C. Rule 10.5. To be stabled or entering the grounds of Delaware Park a negative Coggins test certificate with a blood drawn date with in a twelve month period is required.

Failure to pay the assessed fine by the due date may result in a suspension of license. Monetary fines not paid within the parameters of the official ruling are subject to penalty and interest charges at the rate of 1.5% per month compounded monthly.
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